
Created on Wednesday 21 October, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Lugana Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-LUGANA

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Lugana fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).
In this sample card are shown the produced colors of
the three Lugana series (Natural, Vintage and Colore -
3835-3508).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 October, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Aida-Stern Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-STERN

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Aida-Stern
(3706) fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).
In this sample card are shown the produced colors of
the two Aida series (Regular and Vintage - 3706-
3459).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 October, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Belfast Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-BELFAST

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Belfast Linen
fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).
In this sample card are shown the produced colors of
the two Belfast series (Regular and Vintage).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 October, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Cashel Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-CASHEL

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Cashel Linen
fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).
In this sample card are shown the produced colors of
the three Cashel series (Regular Vintage and
Couture).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 28 October, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Bellana Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-BELLANA

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Bellana fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).
In this sample card are shown the produced colors of
the Bellana serie.

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 October, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Newcastle/Edinburgh Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-NCEDB

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Newcastle and
Edinburgh Linen fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 25 April, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Double Thread canvas Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTEL-20124-8001

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Double thread
canvas fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 7.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 25 April, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Mono and Interlock canvas Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTEL-20123-8001

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Mono and
Interlock Canvases fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 7.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 25 April, 2009

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Rug and large-meshed canvas Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTEL-20125-8001

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Large-meshed
embroidery and rug Canvases fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 7.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 23 June, 2011

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Murano Lugana Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-MURANO

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Murano Lugana
fabrics. 3984-3516
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white board
(directly created by Zweigart and already placed so
that they can be collected in a normal picker) with the
instruction of the corresponding color and the
necessary references (stitches per inches, threads for
10cm, type of fabric etc). 
An essential tool to appreciate the live color and type
of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident changes
in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 April, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Rustico Yorkshire and Linen Aida Sample
Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-RUSTICO

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Rustico Aida,
Linen Aida, Rustiko Aida and Yorkshire Aida
fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white
board (directly created by Zweigart and already
placed so that they can be collected in a normal
picker) with the instruction of the corresponding
color and the necessary references (stitches per
inches, threads for 10cm, type of fabric etc). 
An essential tool to appreciate the live color and
type of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident
changes in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 April, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Aida Extra-fine Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-3326-3472

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Aida Extra-fine
(3326 - 3472) fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white
board (directly created by Zweigart and already
placed so that they can be collected in a normal
picker) with the instruction of the corresponding
color and the necessary references (stitches per
inches, threads for 10cm, type of fabric etc).
In this sample card are shown the produced colors
of the two Aida series (Regular and Vintage).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and
type of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident
changes in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 02 March, 2022

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Color Cards & Catalogs

Zweigart: Fein-Aida Sample Card
da: Zweigart

Modello: LIBZWE-CARTELLA-3793

Sample Card related to the (actual) version of the
available colors and related to the Fein-Aida
(3793)(3507) fabrics.
The samples inserted in the card are in the original
fabric (above all rounded) and sticked to white
board (directly created by Zweigart and already
placed so that they can be collected in a normal
picker) with the instruction of the corresponding
color and the necessary references (stitches per
inches, threads for 10cm, type of fabric etc).
In this sample card are shown the produced colors
of the two Aida series (Regular and Vintage).

An essential tool to appreciate the live color and
type of fabric. 

Note: The image does not correspond to the specific Sample
Card.
Note: the sample shown does not guarantee that the color is
actually produced or available as these samples cards are
produced twice a year and/or when there are evident
changes in the range of colors of the specific fabric. 

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
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